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1. The partial differential equation
bt = X( 8
is readily seen to possess the two particular solutions
U1 = xe-x tanh tsech2t, (2)
U2 = e-xcothI (3)
These may be generalized by well-known methods so as to give solutions
in the form of definite integrals
co
u = xf extanhz sech2zf(t - z) dz (4)
Ui= e-xcoths g(t -z) dz, (5)
in which f(t) and g(t) are suitable arbitrary functions. The first of these
integrals can be expanded in the form of a power series
u = El Cn(t) (6)
n=o n
in which
OD
cn(t) = tanhnz sech2zf(t - z) dz. (7)
To obtain the general solution expressible as a power series of ascending
powers of x we must add to (6) a constant multiple of the particular solu-
tion ex.
The solution (4) admits the formal expansion
u = f(t)lo(x) -f'(t)1(x) + f'(t)12(x)- . (8)
where
n (X) = ex tanh 'sech2z . zndz. (9)
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When x is real
=SIx I e!I Eclo|I,,(x) ' !e co sech2z |zl"dz
=8 |x|el l[n+- 2 3"1+ 3 4+
< 8 lxielxI 2"+' (10)
Hence if f(t) = e"' the series (S) certainly converges when I v < 2 and
represents a solution of type u = e"F,(x).
This function F,(x) may be found by first calculating the integral
ex F,(x)dx (X> 1) (11)
0
which is found to be equal to
1 \+ 1 2 / e-^ ds (12)X2_1 X - 1 co cosh2 s
We may therefore write (with the aid of a well-known inversion formula)
F,(x) = . fexxJ2dX Q + co2s- ds (13)
where, if x > 0, C is a contour which starts from - co encircles the origin
in the counter clockwise direction and returns to -ao so as to enclose the
points - 1 and + 1 in a simple loop. Dropping the numerical factor
depending only on v we may easily verify that the contour integral
1 r '-2 P+2
H-p (x) = 2ri Jex(X + 1) 2 (X - 1) 2 dX (14)
satisfies the differential equation
d2H
X 2w = (x + v)H (15)
even when v is not restricted by the inequality Ivj < 2; it is, in fact, es-
sentially the solution which Professor Kirman said he had found when he
mentioned the differential equation to the author as one requiring further
study.
It is easily seen that the function H,(x) satisfies the two recurrence
relations
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(v - 2)H ) 2(x) = 2(v + 2x)H^(x) (16)
(v + 2)H,+2(x) - (v- 2)H '.2(x) = 4x H'(x) (17)
which are very much like those satisfied by the function k,(x) discussed
elsewhere.' Another function which satisfies the recurrence relations
(16) and (17) is obtained by noticing that the definite integral (5) gives a
solution of the form e'th,(x) where
h,(x) = e-xcothz-^ zdz (18)
We have supposed in the derivation of these relations that x > 0, v > 2.
The integral certainly has a meaning when v = 2 but is divergent when
v = 0. To complete the definition of the function h,(x) we shall write
for x> 0
ho(x) = J (excothz- e-x)dz, (19)
observing that ho(x) is not a solution of the partial differential equation
(1) but that a particular solution is given by
u = ho(x) + t e-x. (20)
An interesting addition formula for the function ho(x) is obtained by
making use of the series
e -y Z = ko(y) - k2(y)e'3 + k4(y)e . . . (21)
obtained in my former paper. With the aid of (18) and (19) we find that
when y > 0, since ko(y) = e-Y
S h2(x)k2(y) - h4(x)k4(y) + h6(x)k6(y)- *
=e-x [e-Y - e-ycothz]dz
the integration of the series term by term over the infinite range being
justified by Dini's theorem (Bromwich's Infinite Series, 1st. ed., p. 455).
Hence
S = (e-xcothz -ex)dz [e-(x+y) cothz e_(x+Y)]dz
= ko(y)ho(x) - ho(x + y)
ho(x + y) = ko(y)ho(x) - k2(y)h2(x) + k4(y)h4(x) - (22)
This is a particular case of a more general formula
h,(x + y) = ko(y)h,(x) - k2(y)h,+2(x) + k4(y)h,,+4(x) -. . . (23)
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which is easily proved with the aid of (18).
This relation may be used to prove the formula (s an integer)
h,(x + y)k2s(y)dy (_)S [h,+2,(x) - - h,+2S-2 (x)
2 vh,+2s+2 (x)] s>° (24)
h[ (X) - hl+2(X)] s = 0
A process of summation applied to the last formula gives
h,(x) = f m,.l(x + y)ko(y)dy (25)
where
com,v(x) = e oth cosech z. dz (26)
ko(y) = e- (27)
x>0, y>O.
2. It should be mentioned that the differential equation (15) is a limit-
ing case of the equation
d2K dK4z 2 = 4(a-1)-+ (z + 2b)K (28)dz dz
which Kummer2 solves by means of a definite integral
K(a, b, z) = f (cos v)a- cos ( tan v + bp)dp (29)
using a method which is only applicable when a > 1. When z = 2x,
a 1, Kummer's function K(a, b, z) becomes a constant multiple of the
function which we have called k_b(x). In fact,
K(1, -v, 2x) = - k,,(x). (30)
Kummer expresses his function K(a, b, z) in terms of the confluent hyper-
geometric function
,z) = + a + a(a + 1) S2 (31)
'yl! y,yy+1)2!+ ~ (1
which is now usually denoted by the symbol F(a, y; z). The actual rela-
tion is
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e2 K(a, b, z)= A (b b - a, x+ BZa + 2a+1 1+a,
where
7rr(a)
A = 2 r(a b+1) r (a-b + 1) (32)
B=- ~~~ a7r - bir7r COS -2
2ar (a + 1) sin (a7r)
This relation evidently fails to hold when a = 1.
The differential equation (15) is also a special case of an equation
d3y d2y d
x d = (a-i) + (b + x) + cy, (33)dx3 dX2 dx
which Kummer finds to be the equation satisfied by the definite integral
y = J 2 (sin v)c~l(cos ,)a cos (x tan v + bp)dv. (34)
Equation (15) is, in fact, obtained by putting a = 1, b = v, c = 0, H =
dy/dx. It should be noticed, moreover, that Kummer's formula
2 (2 cos ,)m cos [x tan v + (m + 2n) /]dP
= e sin (n7r)J um(1 - u)M'e u du (35)
reduces, when m = 0, to the form
7rk2 (x) = 2 J cos [x tan v + 2nv]dP (36)
2x
= e sin(n7r) Jo (1-u) e du (x >0)
and furnishes an immediate proof of the theorem that k2n(x) = 0 when n
is a positive integer and x > 0.
It may be mentioned that Giuliani3 has considered the two functions
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2
U(a, b, x) = (cos ,)a1 cos (x tan v) cos bv.dv
o
~~~~~~~~~~~~(37)
r2
V(a, b, x) = 1 (cos v),1 sin (x tan v) sin bv.dp
and finds that they satisfy one differential equation of the fourth order.
An equation
62U
~ -Ubt + (1 -X) a - u
which is readily reducible to (1), has been discussed from a different
standpoint by H. Fax6n and has been used in connection with Ole Lamm's
theory of diffusion and sedimentation in the ultracentrifugal separator.4
The solution (3) is readily deducible from M'Arthur's result" that the
function
y = (1-t)- exp. (1-t
is a particular solution of the partial differential equation
62y by byPx
-ay + (p + X) aX t t
The addition theorem (23) corresponds to the addition theorem
k,, (x + y) = k,(x)ko(y) + k,-2(x)k2(y) + k,_4(x)k4(y) +
x > 0, y 2 0,
for the k-function.
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